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Multi-socket machines with 1-100 TBs of physical memory
are becoming prevalent. Applications running on such multisocket machines suffer non-uniform bandwidth and latency
when accessing physical memory. Decades of research have
focused on data allocation and placement policies in NUMA
settings, but there have been no studies on the question of
how to place page-tables amongst sockets. We make the case
for explicit page-table allocation policies and show that pagetable placement is becoming crucial to overall performance.
We propose Mitosis to mitigate NUMA effects on pagetable walks by transparently replicating and migrating pagetables across sockets without application changes. This reduces the frequency of accesses to remote NUMA nodes
when performing page-table walks. Mitosis uses two components: (i) a mechanism to efficiently enable and (ii) policies
to effectively control – page-table replication and migration.
We implement Mitosis in Linux and evaluate its benefits on
real hardware. Mitosis improves performance for large-scale
multi-socket workloads by up to 1.34x by replicating pagetables across sockets. Moreover, it improves performance by
up to 3.24x in cases when the OS migrates a process across
sockets by enabling cross-socket page-table migration.

1

Introduction

In this paper, we investigate the performance issues in large
NUMA systems caused by the sub-optimal placement not of
program data, but of page-tables, and show how to mitigate
them by replicating and migrating page-tables across sockets.
The importance of good data placement across sockets for
performance on NUMA machines is well-known [15, 22, 31,
38]. However, the increase in main memory size is outpacing
the growth of TLB capacity. Thus, TLB coverage (i.e. the size
of memory that TLBs map) is stagnating and is causing more
TLB misses [6, 41, 61, 62]. Unfortunately, the performance
penalty due to a TLB miss is significant (up to 4 memory
accesses on x86-64). Moreover, this penalty will grow to 5
memory accesses with Intel’s new 5-level page- tables [34].
Our first contribution in this paper (§ 3) is to show by
experimental measurements on a real system that page-table
placement in large-memory NUMA machines poses performance challenges: a page-table walk may require multiple
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Figure 1. Top Table: Percentage of local and remote leaf
PTEs as observed from each socket on a TLB miss and Bottom Graph: Normalized runtime cycles, for two workloads
showing multi-socket (left) and workload migration (right)
scenarios with their respective improvement using Mitosis.
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remote DRAM accesses on a TLB miss and such misses are
increasingly frequent. We show this effect due to page-table
placement on a large-memory machine in two scenarios.
The first is a multi-socket scenario (§ 3.1), where large-scale
multithreaded workloads execute across all sockets. In this
case, the page-table is distributed across sockets by the OS
as it sees fit. Such page placement results in multiple remote page-table accesses, degrading performance. We show
the percentage of remote/local page-table entries (PTEs) on
a TLB miss as observed from each socket in the top left
table of Figure 1 for one workload (Canneal) from the multisocket scenario. We observe that some sockets experience
longer TLB misses since up to 86% of leaf PTEs are located
remotely. Large-memory workloads like key-value stores
and databases that stress TLB capacity are particularly susceptible to this behavior.
Our second analysis configuration focuses on a workload
migration scenario (§ 3.2), where the OS decides to migrate a
workload from one socket to another. Such behavior arises
for many reasons: the need to load balance, consolidate, improve cache behavior, or save power/energy [21, 49, 64]. A
key question with migration is what happens to the data
that the workload accesses. Existing NUMA policies in commodity OSes migrate data pages to the target socket where
the workload has been migrated. Unfortunately, page-table
migration is not supported [58], making future TLB misses
expensive. Such misplacement of page-tables leads to performance degradation for the workload since 100% of TLB
misses require remote memory access as shown in top right
table of Figure 1 for one workload (GUPS). Workload migration is common in environments where virtual machines
or containers are consolidated on large systems [49]. Ours
is the first study to demonstrate the problem arising out of
sub-optimal page-table placement on NUMA machines using
these two commonly occurring scenarios.
Our second contribution (§ 4) is a technique, Mitosis, which
replicates and migrates page-tables to eliminate NUMA effects of page-table walks. Mitosis works entirely within the
OS and requires no change to application binaries. The design consists of a mechanism to enable efficient page-table
replication and migration (§ 5), and associated policies for
processes to effectively manage page-table replication and
migration (§ 6). Mitosis builds on widely-used OS mechanisms like page faults and system calls and is hence applicable to most commodity OSes.
Our third contribution (§ 5, 6) is an implementation of
Mitosis for an x86-64 Linux kernel. Instead of substantially
re-writing the memory subsystem, we extend the Linux PVOps [44] interface to page-tables and provide policy extensions to Linux’s standard user-level NUMA library, allowing
users to control migration and replication of page-tables, and
selectively enable it on a per-process basis. When a process
is scheduled to run on a core, we load the core’s page-table
pointer with the physical address of the local page-table

replica for the socket. Page-table updates are propagated to
all replicas efficiently while page-table accesses return consistent values in Mitosis which sometimes requires consulting
all replicas (e.g., for access and dirty bits).
An important feature of Mitosis is that it requires no
changes to applications or hardware, and is easy to use on
a per-application basis. For this reason, Mitosis is readily
deployable and complementary to emerging hardware techniques to reduce address translation overheads like segmentation [6, 42], PTE coalescing [61, 62] and user-managed
virtual memory [1]. We have open-sourced Mitosis to aid
future research on page-table management [54, 55].
Our final contribution (§ 8) is a performance evaluation of
Mitosis on real hardware. We show the effects of page-table
replication and migration on a large-memory machine in
the same two scenarios used before to analyze page-table
placement. In the first, multi-socket scenario, we had observed
that page-table placement results in multiple remote memory
accesses, degrading performance for many workloads. The
graph on the bottom left of Figure 1 shows the performance
of a commonly used “first-touch” allocation policy which
allocates data pages local to the socket that touches the
data first. This policy is not ideal as it cannot allocate pagetables locally for all sockets. Mitosis replicates page-tables
across sockets to improve performance by up to 1.34x in
this scenario. These gains are achieved with a modest 0.6%
memory overhead.
In the second, workload migration scenario, we observe that
page-table migration is not supported in current OSes, which
makes TLB misses even more expensive after a workload
is migrated to a different socket. The graph on the bottom
right in Figure 1 quantifies the worst-case performance impact of misplacing page-tables on memory that is remote
with respect to the application socket (see remote (interfere)
bar). The local bar shows the ideal execution time with locally allocated page-tables. Mitosis improves this situation
by enabling cross-socket page-table migration, and boosts
performance by up to 3.24x.

2

Background

2.1 Virtual Memory
Translation Lookaside Buffers (TLBs) enable fast address
translation and are key to the performance of a virtual memory based system. Unfortunately, TLBs cover a tiny fraction of physical memory available on modern systems while
workloads consume all memory for storing their large datasets.
Hence, memory-intensive workloads incur frequent costly
TLB misses requiring page-table lookup by hardware.
Research has shown that TLB miss processing is prohibitively expensive [6, 9–11, 30, 50] as walking page-tables
(e.g., 4-level radix tree on x86-64) requires multiple memory
accesses. Even worse, virtualized systems need two-levels
of page-table lookups which can result in much higher TLB
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miss processing overheads (24 memory accesses instead of
four on x86-64). Consequently, address translation overheads
of 10–40% are not uncommon [6, 9, 10, 27, 28, 41], and will
worsen with emerging 5-level page-tables [34].
In response, many research proposals improve address
translation by reducing the frequency of TLB misses and/or
accelerating page-table walks. Use of large pages to increase
TLB-coverage [24–26, 56, 59, 67, 68, 70] and additional MMU
structures to cache multiple levels of the page-tables [4, 9, 11]
are some of the techniques widely adopted in commercial
systems. In addition, researchers have also proposed TLBspeculation [5, 63], prefetching translations [39, 50, 66], eliminating or devirtualizing virtual memory [32], or exposing
virtual memory system to applications to make the case for
application-specific address translation [1].
We observe that prior works studied address translation
on single-socket systems. However, page-tables are often
placed across remote and local memories in large-memory
systems. Given the sensitivity of large page placement on
such systems [31], we were intrigued by the question of
how page-table placement affects overall performance. In
this paper, we present compelling evidence to show that
optimizing page-table placement is as crucial as optimizing
data placement.

level [15] and via NUMA-aware memory allocators [38] to
further reduce the amount of remote memory accesses. In
contrast, our work focuses on page-tables, not data pages.
Some prior research has proposed replicated data structures for address spaces. RadixVM [17] manages the process’
address space using replicated radix trees to improve the scalability of virtual memory operations in the research-grade
xv6 OS [19]. However, RadixVM does not replicate pagetables. Similarly, Corey [14] divides the address space into
shared and private per-core regions where these explicitly
shared regions share the page-table. In contrast, we replicate
page-tables to manage NUMA effects on a TLB miss in an
industry-grade OS.
Techniques for data vs. page-table pages: One may expect prior migration and replication techniques to extend
readily to page-tables. In reality, subtle distinctions between
data and page-table pages merit some discussion. First, data
pages are replicated by simple bytewise copying of data,
without any special reasoning of the contents of the pages.
Page-table pages, however, require more care and cannot
rely simply on bytewise copying – to semantically replicate
virtual-to-physical mappings, upper page-table levels must
hold pointers (physical addresses) to their replicated, lower
level page-tables – which differ from replica to replica except
at the leaf level. Moreover, data replication has high memory overheads and maintaining consistency across replicated
pages (especially for write-intensive pages) can outweigh the
benefits of replication. While data replication has its values,
we show that page-table replication is equally important – it
incurs negligible memory overhead, can be implemented efficiently and delivers substantial performance improvement.

2.2 NUMA Architectures
Multi-socket architectures, where CPUs are connected via a
cache-coherent interconnect, offer scalable memory bandwidth even at high capacity and are frequently used in modern data centers and cloud deployments. Looking forward,
this trend will only increase; large-memory (1-100 TBs) machines are integrating even more devices with different performance characteristics like Intel’s Optane memory [20].
Furthermore, emerging architectures using chiplets and multichip modules [23, 35, 36, 40, 46, 51, 69, 72] will drive the
multi-socket and NUMA paradigm: accessing memory attached to the local socket will have higher bandwidth and
lower latency than accessing memory attached to a remote
socket. Note that accessing remote memory can incur 2-4x
higher latency than accessing local memory [43]. Given the
non-uniformity of access latency and bandwidth, optimizing
data placement in NUMA systems has been an active area
of research.

3

Page-Table Placement Analysis

In this section, we first present an analysis of page-table
distributions when running memory-intensive workloads
on a large-memory machine (multi-socket scenario § 3.1) and
then quantify the impact of NUMA effects on page-table
walks (workload migration scenario § 3.2). Our experimental
platform is a 4-socket Intel Xeon E7-4850v3 with 512 GB
main memory (more detailed machine configuration in § 8).
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2.3 Data Placement in NUMA machines
Modern OSes provide generic support for optimizing data
placement on NUMA systems through various allocation and
migration polices. For example, Linux provides first-touch
vs. interleaved allocation to control the initial placement of
data, and additionally employs AutoNUMA to migrate pages
across sockets in order to place data closer to the threads accessing it. To further optimize data placement, Carrefour [22]
proposed data-page replication along with migration. In addition, data replication has also been proposed at data structure
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Figure 2. An illustration of current page-table and data placement for a multi-socket workload using 4-socket system.
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3.1 Multi-Socket Scenario
We focus on page-table distributions where workloads use
almost all resources in a multi-socket system. Consider the
example in Figure 2. If a core in socket 0 has a TLB miss for
data "D", which is local to the socket, it has to perform up to
4 remote accesses to resolve the TLB miss to ultimately discover that data was actually local to its socket. Even though
MMU caches [4] help reduce some of the accesses, at least
leaf-level PTEs have to be accessed. Since big-data workloads
have large page-tables that are absent from the caches, main
memory accesses are often unavoidable [10].
Methodology. We are interested in the distribution of pages
for each level in the page-table; i.e., which sockets pagetables are allocated on. We’ve written an utility tool, consisting of a user-level CLI interface and kernel module, that
dumps and analyzes the page-table contents of a process. We
invoke the tool every 30 seconds while a multi-socket workload (e.g., Memcached) is running, producing a stream of
page-table snapshots over time. We use 30 second time intervals as page-table allocation occurs relatively infrequently
and smaller time interval does not change results significantly. We use first-touch or interleaved data allocation
policy while enabling/disabling AutoNUMA [18] data page
migration with different page sizes for multi-socket workloads in Table 1.
Analysis. We analyze the distribution of page-tables for each
snapshot in time. For each page-table level, we summarize
the number of per-socket physical pages and the number of
valid PTEs pointing to page-table or data pages residing on
local and remote sockets. From these snapshots, we collect a
distribution of leaf PTEs and which sockets they are located
on. We focus on leaf PTEs as there are orders of magnitude
more of them than non-leaf PTEs and because they generally
dominate address translation performance (upper-level PTEs
can be cached in MMU caches [10]). These distributions
indicate how many local and remote sockets a page-table
walk may visit before resolving a TLB miss.
Results. Due to space limitations, we show a single, processed snapshot of the page-table for Memcached in Figure 3.
This snapshot was collected using 4KB pages, local allocation,
and AutoNUMA disabled. We studied 2MB pages as well and
present observations from them later. The processed dump
shows the distribution of all four levels of the page-table
(L4 being the root, and L1 the leaf). The dump is organized
in four columns representing the four-sockets in this system. In each cell, the first number is the total physical pages
at that level-socket combination (e.g. socket 1 has the only
L4 page-table page). Next is the distribution of pointers in
square brackets of the valid PTEs at this level/socket (e.g.
L4 on socket 1 has 8 pointers to L3 on socket 0, 3 pointers
locally, and 1 pointer to socket 3). The percentage numbers
in rounded brackets are the fraction of valid PTEs pointing
to physical pages placed on remote sockets.

Figure 4 shows the percentage of remote leaf PTEs observed by a thread running on each socket for six different,
multi-threaded workloads. We made the following observations based on analyzing the page-table dumps and the
distribution of leaf PTEs:
1. Page-tables pages are allocated on the socket initializing
the first data structures that the page-table pages point
to. This is similar to data frame allocation but has important unintended performance consequences. Consider
that each page-table page has 512 entries. This means that
the placement of a page-table page is entirely dependent
upon which of the 512 entries in the page-table page gets
allocated first, and which socket the allocating thread runs
on. If subsequently, other entries in the page-table page
are used for threads on another socket, remote memory
references for page-table walks become common.
2. With first touch policy, the number of page-tables tends
to be skewed towards a single socket (e.g. socket 1 for
Graph500 in Figure 4). This is especially the case when a
single thread allocates and initializes all memory, a common practice in OpenMP programming.
3. The interleaved policy evenly distributes page-table pages
across all sockets. This is due to the round-robin allocation
of data pages.
Workload

Description
a commercial distributed in-memory object
Memcached caching system [53]. Params: keysize = 8, element
size = 24, num elements = 576M, 100% reads.
a benchmark for generation, compression and
Graph500
search of large graphs [2]. Params: scale factor =
30, edge factor = 16.
a benchmark for hash-table probing used in
HashJoin
databases and other large applications. Params
(MS): 2B elements. (WM): 128M elements.
a benchmark for simulated cache-aware annealing to optimize routing cost of a chip design [12].
Canneal
Params: generated netlist [60]. (MS): x = 120000, y
= 11000, num elements = 1200000000. (WM): x =
10000, y = 11000, num elements = 100000000.
a key computational kernel of the Monte Carlo
neutronics application [71]. Params (MS): 112
XSBench
threads, p factor = 25000000, g factor = 920000.
(WM): 16 threads, p factor = 15000000, g factor =
180000.
a benchmarks for index lookups used in database
and other large applications. Params: Order = 4.
BTree
Element Size = 16. (MS): 112 threads, 1500M elements. (WM): 1 thread, 350M elements.
a linear classifier for data with millions of inLibLinear
stances and features [47]. Params: 28 threads,
dataset = kdd12 [16].
a benchmark for page rank used to rank pages in
PageRank
search engines [8]. Params: 28 threads, nodes =
268435453, edges = 4236159837.
a HPC Challenge benchmark to measure the
GUPS
rate of integer random updates of memory [33].
Params: 1 thread, table size = 64GB.
a commercial in-memory key-value store [65].
Redis
Params: key size = 25, element size = 64, num elements = 256M, 100% reads.

MS

WM

363GB

–

420GB

–

455GB

33GB

382GB

32GB

440GB

85GB

145GB

35GB

–

67GB

–

69GB

–

64GB

–

75GB

Table 1. Workloads used for analysis in multi-socket (MS)
and workload migration (WM) scenarios. Scripts and sources
available on GitHub [54, 55].
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|
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| 0 [ 0
0
0
0]
| 1 [ 56 66 40 37]
| 89 [11k 11k 11k 11k]
| 40k [ 6M 4M 4M 4M]

( 0%)
(72%)
(75%)
(67%)
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|
Socket 1
|
|
1 [ 8
3 0 1] (75%) | 0 [
|
3 [ 33 43 26 26] (66%) | 0 [
| 109 [13k 13k 13k 13k] (75%) | 66 [
| 40k [ 4M 6M 4M 4M] (67%) | 40k [

Socket 2
0 0 0 0] ( 0%)
0 0 0 0] ( 0%)
8k 8k 8k 8k] (75%)
4M 4M 6M 4M] (67%)

|
| 0 [
| 0 [
| 63 [
| 40k [

Socket 3
0 0 0
0] ( 0%)
0 0 0
0] ( 0%)
7k 7k 7k 8k] (75%)
4M 4M 4M 6M] (67%)

Figure 3. Analysis of page-table pointers from a page-table dump for a multi-socket workload: Memcached.
Config.
Workload Page-Table
(T)LP-LD
A
A: Local PT
(T)LP-RD
A
A: Local PT
(T)RP-LD
A
B: Remote PT
(T)RP-RD
A
B: Remote PT
(T)RPI-LD
A
B: Remote PT
(T)LP-RDI
A
A: Local PT
(T)RPI-RDI
A
B: Remote PT

Data
A: Local Data
B: Remote Data
A: Local Data
B: Remote Data
A: Local Data
B: Remote Data
B: Remote Data

hypervisors and NUMA-aware schedulers to consolidate
workloads in data centers are making inter-socket process
migrations increasingly common. For e.g., VMware ESXi may
migrate processes at a frequency of 2 seconds [49]. Today,
data can be migrated across sockets but page-tables cannot,
compromising performance.
Configurations. We run each workload in isolation while
tightly controlling and changing i) the allocation policies for
data pages and page-table pages, ii) whether or not the sockets are idle and iii) whether transparent, 2MB large pages
(THP) are enabled. We disable NUMA migration. To study
page-table allocations in a controlled manner, we modified
Linux kernel to force page-table allocations on a fixed socket.
We use the configurations shown in Table 2 and visualized
in Figure 5. We use the STREAM benchmark [52] running on
the socket indicated by interference to create a worst-case
scenario of co-locating a memory-bandwidth heavy workload. Memory allocation and processor affinity are controlled
by numactl.
Measurements. We use perf to obtain hardware performance counter values such as total execution cycles and TLB
load and store miss walk cycles (i.e., the cycles that the page
walker is active for).
Results. We run the eight workloads for all seven configurations. Figure 6 shows the normalized performance with 4KB
pages. The base case is the LP-LD configuration where both
page-tables and data pages are local. For each configuration,
hashed part of the bar denotes the fraction of time spent on
page-table walks. We make the following observations from
this experiment:

Interference
B: Interfere on PT
B: Interfere on Data
B: Interfere on PT&Data

Table 2. Configurations for workload migration scenario,
where A and B denote different sockets. T denotes if THP in
Linux is used for 2MB pages. Interference is another process
that runs on a specified socket and hogs its local memory
bandwidth. Figure 5 shows the 2-socket case.
4. While we observed data pages being migrated with AutoNUMA, page-table pages were never migrated. The fraction
of data pages migrated over time depends on the workload
and its access locality.
5. On all levels, a significant fraction of page-table entries
points to remote sockets. In the case of interleave policy,
this is NN−1 for an N -socket system.
6. Due to the skew in page-table allocation, some sockets
experience longer TLB misses since up to 99% of leaf PTEs
are located remotely (e.g., BTree, HashJoin).
Summary On multi-socket systems, page-table allocation
is skewed towards sockets that initialize the data structures.
While data pages are migrated by OS policies, page-table
pages remain on the socket they are allocated. Consequently,
remote page-table walks are inevitable and multi-socket
workloads suffer from longer TLB misses as their associated
page-table walks require remote memory accesses.
3.2 Workload Migration Scenario
We now focus on the impact of NUMA on page-table walks
in scenarios where a process on a single socket is migrated
to another. Such situations arise frequently in commercial
cloud deployments due to the need for load balancing and
improving process-data affinity [13, 48]. Particularly, the
prevalence of virtual machines and containers that rely on
Socket 0

Socket 1

Socket 2

1. All workloads spend a significant fraction of execution
cycles (up to 90%) performing page-table walks. Parts of
these walks may be overlapped with other work in modern out-of-order processors; nevertheless, they present a
performance impediment.
2. LP-LD runs most efficiently in all cases.
3. The local page-table, remote data case (LP-RD and LPRDI) suffers 3x slowdown versus the baseline. This is
not surprising and has motivated prior research on data
migration techniques in large-memory NUMA machines.
4. More surprisingly, the remote page-table, local data case
(RP-LD and RPI-LD) suffers 3.3x slowdown. This slowdown can even be more severe than remote data accesses
even though page-tables consume little memory.
5. When both page-tables and data pages are placed remotely
(RP-RD and RPI-RDI), the slowdown is 3.6x and is the
worst placement possible for all workloads.

Socket 3

100%
75%
50%
25%
0%

Canneal Memcached XSBench

Graph500

HashJoin

BTree

Figure 4. Percentage of remote leaf PTEs as observed from
each socket for our multi-socket workloads.
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Socket 0

Socket 1
Process

Process

Socket 0

Socket 1

Other
Process

Process

process
migration

PT

D

Memory 0

PT
Memory 1

(i) Baseline: LP-LD

PT

D

Memory 0

Memory 1

(ii) Process migration: RP-RD

D

Memory 0

Data
migration

Process

PT

D

D

Memory 0

Memory 1

Socket 0

Socket 1

Socket 0

Process

process
migration

PT

Memory 1

(iv) Loaded remote PT: RPI-LD

(iii) Data migration: RP-LD

Process

Socket 1

Memory 0

D
Memory 1

(v) Process re-migration from iii: LP-RD

Socket 1
Other
Process

PT

D

Memory 0

Memory 1

(vi) Loaded Remote Data: LP-RDI

Figure 5. Different configurations for workload migration scenario. We show only 6 out of 7 configurations here. The 7th
configuration (RPI-RDI) can be easily created from (ii) by running another process on Socket 0.
6. With 2MB page size (figure omitted for space), TLB reach
improves and the number of memory accesses for a pagetable walk decreases to 3 rather than 4. These two factors reduce the fraction of execution cycles devoted to
page-table walks. Even so, overall performance is still vulnerable to remote page-table placement. We include best
and worst cases for each workload in § 8.2 and show the
effects of fragmentation on large pages in Figure 11.
Summary. The placement of page-table pages has a significant impact on the performance of memory-intensive
workloads in NUMA systems. Remote page-tables can have
similar, and in some cases even worse, slowdown than remote data pages accesses. Moreover, the slowdown is visible
even with large pages.

4

their time walking page-tables and many of those page-table
walks miss the last-level cache.
Flexible Configuration: Not all tasks are equal. We want
Mitosis to be enabled selectively for specific workloads, while
using the default OS policy when Mitosis is disabled.
No slowdown: Mitosis does not target tasks that are short
running, have small memory footprint or exhibit low TLB
pressure. Activating Mitosis for such workloads should not
result in high memory or runtime overheads.
4.2 Multi-socket Scenario
We showed in § 3.1 that multi-socket workloads will, assuming a uniform distribution of page-table pages, have NN−1
PTEs pointing to remote pages for an N -socket system. Pagetables may be distributed among the sockets in a skewed
fashion. Figure 7 (a)(i) shows a scenario where threads of the
same workload running on different sockets have to make
remote memory accesses during page-table walks.
From Figure 7 (a)(i) we can see that if a thread in socket 0
has a TLB miss for data “D” (which is local to the socket), it
has to perform up to 4 remote accesses to resolve the TLB
miss to only find out that the data was local to its socket.
With Mitosis, we replicate the page-tables on each socket
where the process is running (shown in Figure 7 (a)(ii)). This
results in up to 4 local accesses to the page-table, precluding
the need for remote memory accesses in page-table walks.

Design Concept

Mitosis’ key concept is a mechanism and its policies to replicate and migrate page-tables and reduce the frequency of remote memory accesses in page-table walks. Mitosis requires
two components: i) a mechanism to support low-overhead
page-table replication and migration and ii) policies for processes to efficiently manage and control page-table replication and migration. Figure 7 illustrates these concepts. Our
discussion focuses on the multi-socket and workload migration scenarios used before in § 3.

4.3 Workload Migration Scenario
Single-socket workloads suffer performance loss when processes are migrated across sockets while page-tables are
not (shown in Figure 7 (b)(ii)) The process is migrated from
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4.1 Design Goals
Target Workloads: We design Mitosis for workloads that
have high memory footprint beyond the reach of the processor’s TLB coverage and that experience high TLB pressure.
In other words, workloads that spend a good fraction of
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Figure 6. Normalized runtime of our workloads in workload migration scenario with 4KB page size. The lower hashed part of
each bar is time spent in walking the page-tables. All configurations are shown in Table 2. Absolute runtime for the baseline in
tera cycles (×1012 cycles) below the workload.
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(b) Workload migration scenario

(a) Multi-socket scenario
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Figure 7. Mitosis: Page-table migration and replication on large-memory machines.
Added pointers for circular linked list

socket 0 to socket 1, the NUMA memory manager transparently migrates data pages, but page-table pages remain on
socket 1. In contrast, Mitosis migrates the page-tables along
with the data (Figure 7 (b)(iii)). This eliminates remote memory accesses for page-table walks, improving performance.

5

Mechanism

Replication and migration are inherently similar. We first
describe the building blocks for page-table replication, and
later show how we can leverage the replication infrastructure
to achieve page-table migration.
Mitosis enables per-process replication; the virtual memory subsystem needs to maintain multiple copies of pagetables for a single process. Efficient replication of page-tables
can be divided into three sub-tasks: i) strict memory allocation to hold the replicated page-tables, ii) managing and
keeping the replicas consistent, and iii) using replicas when
the process is scheduled. We now describe each sub-task in
detail by providing a generalized design and our Linux implementation. We also discuss how Mitosis handles accessed
and dirty bits.
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Figure 8. Circular linked list to locate all replicas efficiently
(implemented in Linux with struct page).
allocating page-table pages, we explicitly supply the list of
target sockets for page-table replication. Since strict allocation can fail, we implemented per-socket page-caches to
reserve pages for page-table allocations. The size of this
page-cache is explicitly controlled using a sysctl interface.
The current prototype returns an out-of-memory error when
the page-table cache is depleted. This allows evaluating our
prototype and keep dynamic approaches like page-stealing
for future work.

5.1 Allocating Memory for Storing Replicas
General design: All page-table allocations are performed
by the OS on a page fault–an explicit mapping request can
be viewed as an eager call to the page fault handler for the
given memory area. Mitosis extends the same mechanism to
allocate memory across sockets for different replicas.
Such allocation is strict, i.e. it has to occur on a particular
list of sockets at allocation time. It is, therefore, possible that
it may fail due to the unavailability of memory on those
sockets. There are multiple ways to sidestep this problem.
First, the OS can reserve enough pages on each socket for
page-table allocations using per-socket page-cache. These
pages can be explicitly reserved through a system call or
automatically when a process allocates a virtual memory
region. Alternatively, the OS can reclaim physical memory
through demand paging mechanisms or evicting a data page
onto another socket.
Linux implementation: We rely on the existing page allocation functionality in Linux to implement Mitosis. When

5.2 Management of Updates to Replicas
General design: For security, OSes usually do not allow
user processes to directly manage their own page-tables.
Instead, OSes export an interface through which page-table
modifications are handled, e.g. map/unmap/protect of pages.
Mitosis extends the same interfaces for updates to page-tables
to keep all replicas consistent. One way to implement this
is to eagerly update all replicas at the same time via this
standard interface when the kernel modifies the page-table.
On an eager update, the OS finds the physical location to
update in the local replica by walking the local replica of
the page-table. It is required to walk other replicas of the
page-table to locate the physical location to update all the
replicas at the same time. Therefore, an N-socket system in
x86_64 will need 4N memory accesses with replication on
a page-table update: 4 memory accesses to walk the pagetable on each of the N sockets. To reduce this overhead, we
designed a circular linked-list of all replicas. The meta-data
about each physical page is utilized to store the pointers to
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the next physical page holding the replica of the page-table.
Figure 8 shows an illustration with 4-way replication. This
allows updates to proceed without walking the page-tables.
With this optimization, the update of all N replicas takes 2N
memory references (N for updating the N replicas and N
for reading the pointers to the next replica).
Linux implementation: We implemented eager updates to
the replica page-tables in Linux. This required intercepting
any writes to the page-tables and propagate updates accordingly. But instead of revamping the full-memory subsystem,
we used an already existing interface in Linux, PV-Ops [44],
which is required to support para-virtualization environments such as Xen [3]. The Linux kernel shipped with major
distributions like Ubuntu has para-virtualization support
enabled by default, and all page-table updates propagate
through this interface.
Conceptually, this is done by indirect calls to the native
or Xen handler functions. To avoid the overheads of indirect calls, the PV-Ops subsystem patches the call sites with
direct call code to the respective handler function (in our
case the Mitosis variants) during initialization. The PV-Ops
subsystem interface consists of functions to allocate and free
page-tables of all levels, reading and writing the translation
base register (CR3 on x86_64), and writing page-table entries.
Some example functions from the PV-Ops interface can be
seen in Listing 1.

efficient operations. We can, therefore, obtain the struct page
directly from the information passed through the PV-Ops
interface and update all replicas efficiently.
5.3 Efficiently Utilizing Page-Table Replicas
General design: When the OS schedules a process or task,
it performs a context switch, restores processor registers and
resumes execution of the new process or task. The context
switch involves programming the page-table base register
of the MMU with the base address of the process’ page-table
and flushing the TLB. With Mitosis, we extend the context
switch functionality, to select and set the base address of the
socket’s local page-table replica efficiently. This enables a
task or process to use the local page-table replica if present.
Linux implementation: For each process, we maintain an
array of root page-table pointers which allows directly selecting the local replica by indexing this array using the socket
id. Initializing this array with pointers to the very same root
page-table is equivalent to the native behavior.
5.4 Handling of Bits Written by Hardware
General design: A page-table is mostly managed by software (the OS) most of the time and read by the hardware
(on a TLB miss). On x86, however, hardware–namely the
page-walker–reports whenever a page has been accessed
or written to by setting the accessed and dirty bits in the
PTEs. In other words, page-table is modified without direct
OS involvement. Thus, accessed and dirty bits do not use the
standard software interface to update the PTE and cannot be
replicated easily without hardware support. Note, that these
two bits are typically set by the hardware and reset by the OS,
which uses them for system-level operations like swapping
or writing back memory-mapped files if they are modified
in memory. With Mitosis when replicated, we logically OR
accessed and dirty bits of all replicas when read by the OS.
Linux implementation: We need to read accessed/dirty
bits from all replicas as well as reset them in all replicas. Unfortunately, the PV-Ops interface doesn’t provide functions
to read a page-table entry, worse we have found code in the
Linux kernel which even writes to the page-table entry without going through the PV-Ops interface. We augmented with
the corresponding get functions to PV-Ops which consult
all copies of page-table entry and make sure the flags are
returned correctly. The new function reads all the replicas
and ORs the bits in all replicas to get the correct information.

void write_cr3 ( unsigned long x);
void paravirt_alloc_pte ( struct mm_struct *mm , unsigned
long pfn ) ;
void paravirt_release_pte ( unsigned long pfn );
void set_pte ( pte_t * ptep , pte_t pte );

Listing 1. Excerpt of the PV-Ops interface.
We implemented Mitosis as a new backend for PV-Ops
alongside with the native and Xen backends. When the kernel is compiled with Mitosis, the default PV-Ops is switched
to the Mitosis backend. We implemented the Mitosis backend
with great care to ensure identical behavior to the native
backend when Mitosis is turned off. Besides, note that replication is generally not enabled by default, and thus the behavior
is the same as the native interface.
The PV-Ops subsystem provides an efficient way for Mitosis to track any writes to the page-tables in the system.
Propagating those updates efficiently requires a fast way to
find the replica page-tables based solely on the information
provided through the PV-Ops interface (Listing 1) which is
either the kernel virtual address (KVA) or a physical frame
number (PFN) of the page-table or an entry.
We augment the page meta-data to keep track of replicas
with our circular linked list. The Linux kernel keeps track
of each 4KB physical frame in the system using struct page.
Moreover, each frame has a unique KVA and PFN. Linux
provides functions to convert between struct page and it’s
corresponding KVA/PFN, which is typically done by adding,
subtracting or shifting the respective values and are hence

5.5 Page-Table Migration
We use replication to perform migration in the following
way: we use Mitosis to replicate the page-table on the socket
to which the process has been migrated. The first replica can
be eagerly freed after migration, or alternatively kept up-todate in the case the process gets migrated back and lazily
deallocated in case physical memory is becoming scarce.
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Policy

these policies can be set per-process so that users have finegrained control on replication and migration.

The policies we implement with Mitosis control when pagetables are replicated and determine the processes and sockets
for which replicas are created. As with NUMA policies, pagetable replication policies can be applied system-wide or upon
user request. We discuss both in this section.

numactl [ - - pgtablerepl = | -r < sockets >]
void numa_set_pgtable_replication_mask ( struct bitmask *) ;

Listing 2. Additions to libnuma and numactl

6.1 System-wide Policies
General design: System-wide policies can range from simple on/off knobs for all processes to policies that actively
monitor performance counter events provided by the hardware to dynamically enable or disable Mitosis.
Event-based triggers can be developed for page-table migration and replication within the OS. For instance, the OS
can obtain TLB miss rates or cycles spent walking pagetables through performance counters that are available on
modern processors and then apply policy decisions automatically [57]. A high TLB miss rate suggests that a process can
benefit from page-table replication or migration. The ratio
between the time spent to serve TLB misses and the number
of TLB misses can indicate a replication candidate. Processes
with a low TLB miss rate may not benefit from replication.
Even if the OS makes a decision to migrate or replicate the
page-tables, it may be costly to copy the entire page-table as
big memory workloads easily achieve page-tables of multiple
GB in size. By using additional threads or even DMA engines
on modern processors, the creation of a replica can happen in
the background and the application regains full performance
when the replica or migration has completed.
Mitosis primarily targets long-running big-memory workloads with high TLB pressure, and therefore we disable
page-table replication for short-running processes since the
memory and runtime overhead of replicating page-tables for
short-running processes cannot be amortized (§ 8.3).
Linux implementation: We support a straightforward, systemwide policy with four states: i) completely disable Mitosis, ii)
enable per-process basis, iii) fix the allocation of page-tables
on a particular socket, and iv) enabled for all processes in
the system. This system-wide policy can be set through the
sysctl interface of Linux. We leave it as future work to
implement an automatic, counter-based approach.
6.2 User-controlled Policies
General design: System-wide policies usually imply a onesize-fits-all approach for all processes, but user-controlled
policies allow programmers to use their understanding of
their workloads and to select policies explicitly. These userdefined replication and migration policies can be combined
with data and process placement primitives. Such policies can
be selected when starting the program by defining the CPU
set and replication set, or at runtime using corresponding
system calls to set affinities and replication policies. All of

Linux implementation: We implement user-defined policies as an additional API call to libnuma and corresponding
parameters of numactl. Similar to setting the allocation policy, we can supply node-mask or a list of sockets to replicate
the page-tables (Listing 2). Applications can thus select the
replication policy at runtime, or we can use numactl to select
the policy without changing the program.
Both, libnuma and numactl use two additional system
calls to set and get the page-table replication bitmask. Whenever a new mask is set, Mitosis will walk the existing pagetable and create replicas according to the new bitmask. The
bitmask effectively specifies the replication factor: N bits set
corresponds to copies on N sockets and by passing an empty
bitmask, the default behavior is restored.

7

Discussion

7.1 Why Linux Implementation?
As a proof-of-concept, we implement Mitosis in the widelyused Linux OS. Choosing Linux as our testbed allows us to
prototype our ideas on a complex and complete OS where
subtle interactions of many systems features and Mitosis
stress-tests its evaluation. Specifically, we implemented Mitosis on top of Linux kernel v4.17 for the x86_64 architecture.
7.2 Huge/Large Pages Support?
Large pages mitigate address translation overheads by increasing the amount of memory that each TLB entry map by
orders of magnitude. Even with 2MB and 1GB page size support in x86-64 on an Intel Haswell processor, the TLB reach is
still less than 1%, assuming 1TB of main memory. Moreover,
many commodity processors provide limited numbers of
large page TLB entries especially for 1GB pages, which limits their benefit [6, 27, 42]. Additionally large pages are not
always the best choice, particularly on NUMA systems [31].
Since, address translation overheads are non-negligible
even with large pages, they are also susceptible to NUMA
effects on page-table walks. Mitosis supports larger page sizes
by extending page-table replication support to transparent
huge pages (THP) in Linux.
7.3 Applicability to Virtualized Systems?
Virtualized systems widely use hardware-based nested paging to virtualize memory [29]. This requires two-levels of
page-table translation:
1. gVA to gPA: guest virtual address to guest physical address
via a per-process guest OS page-table (gPT)
2. gPA to hPA: guest physical address to host physical address via a per-VM nested page-table (nPT)
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In the best case, the virtualized address translation hits in the
TLB to directly translate from gVA to hPA with no overheads.
In the worst case, a TLB miss needs to perform a 2D page
walk that multiplies overheads because accesses to the guest
page-table also require translation by the nested page-table.
For x86-64, a nested page-table walk requires up to 24 memory accesses compared to four in native. The 2D page-table
walk also comes with additional hardware complexity.
Understanding page-table placement in virtualized systems is a major undertaking and requires a separate study.
We anticipate that higher performance gains can be obtained
by employing Mitosis to replicate both levels of page-tables in
virtualized systems. We believe our design can be extended
to replicate both guest page-tables and nested page-tables independently if the underlying NUMA architecture is exposed
to the guest OS. To extend the design, we can rely on setting
accessed and dirty bits at both gPT and nPT by the nested
page-table walk hardware available since Haswell [37]. Thus,
we can extend our OS extension for or-ing the access and
dirty bits across replicas to get the correct information at
both levels independently. However, the main challenge is
that most cloud systems prefer not to expose the underlying
architecture to the guest OS. This calls for novel techniques
to replicate and migrate both levels of page-tables in a virtualized environment.

updates are being carried out. The critical section ensures
correctness while serving page faults or other VM operations while TLB flushes ensure translation coherence after
modification of page-table entries.
7.5 Applicability to Library OS
We have chosen to implement the prototype of Mitosis in
Linux. However, the concept of Mitosis is applicable to other
operating systems. Microkernels, for instance, push most
of their memory management functionality into user-space
libraries while the kernel enforces security and isolation.
In Barrelfish [7], for example, processes manage their own
address space by explicit capability invocations to update
page-tables with new mappings.
In such a system, one could implement Mitosis purely in
user-space by linking to a Mitosis-enabled libraryOS, and
the kernel itself would not need to be modified. The library
can keep track of the address space, including page-tables,
replicas etc. Those data-structures can be augmented to include an array of page-table capabilities instead of a single
such table. This would allow policies to be defined at application level by using an appropriate policy library. Updates
to page-tables might need to be converted to explicit update
messages to other sockets, which avoid the need for global
locks and propagates updates lazily. On a page fault, updates
can be processed and applied accordingly in the page fault
handling routine. We leave such an implementation to future
work, but believe it to be straightforward.
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We evaluate Mitosis using a set of big-memory workloads
and micro-benchmarks. We show: (1) how multi-threaded
programs benefit from Mitosis (§ 8.1), (2) how Mitosis eliminates NUMA effects of page-walks when page-tables are
placed on remote sockets due to task migration (§ 8.2) and
(3), the memory and runtime overheads of Mitosis (§ 8.3).
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7.4 Consistency Across Page-Table Replicas?
Coherence between hardware TLBs is maintained by the
OS with the help of TLB flush IPIs and updates to the pagetable are already thread-safe as they are performed within
a critical section. In Linux, a lock is taken whenever the
page-table of a process is modified and thus ensuring mutual
exclusion. The updates to the page-table structure are made
visible after releasing the lock. When an entry is modified,
its effect is made visible to other cores through a global TLB
flush as the old entry might still be cached.
Mitosis provides the same consistency guarantees as Linux
by updating all page-table replicas eagerly while being in
the critical section. Thus, only one thread can modify the
page-table at a time. Hardware may read the page-table while
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Figure 9. Normalized performance with Mitosis for multi-socket workloads with 4KB and 2MB page size. The lower hashed
part of each bar is execution time spent in walking the page-tables. Absolute runtime for the baseline in tera cycles (×1012
cycles) below the workload.
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Figure 10. Normalized performance with Mitosis for workloads in workload migration scenario with 4KB and 2MB page size.
The lower hashed part of each bar is execution time spent in walking the page-tables. Absolute runtime for the baseline in tera
cycles (×1012 cycles) below the workload.
a per-core two-level TLB with 64+1024 entries. Accessing
memory on the local NUMA socket has about 280 cycles latency and throughput of 28GB/s. For a remote NUMA socket,
this is 580 cycles and 11GB/s respectively.

can be noted in the reduction of page-walk cycles due to
replication of page-tables.
Large pages can significantly reduce translation overheads
for many workloads. However, NUMA effects of page-table
walks are still noticeable, even if all workload memory is
backed by large pages. Hence, Mitosis provides significant
speedup, e.g. 1.14x, 1.13x, and 1.07x for Canneal, Memcached,
and BTree, respectively. Note that large pages can create
performance bottleneck on NUMA systems and hence may
not be used for many systems and workloads [31].
Using various data page placement policies improves performance for our workloads as expected. In combination
with all policies, Mitosis consistently improves performance.
We have provided evidence that highly parallel workloads
experience NUMA effects of remote-memory accesses due
to page-table walks. Yet, running a workload concurrently
means we cannot inspect a thread in isolation: a TLB miss
on one core may populate the cache with the PTE needed
to serve the TLB miss on another core of the same socket.
Moreover, accessing a remote last-level cache may be faster
than accessing DRAM. Nevertheless, we have shown that
using replicated page-tables for address translation leads to
higher performance on large multi-socket systems, providing
up to 1.34x speed up over a single page-table. Mitosis does
not cause any slowdown for these workloads.

8.1 Multi-socket Scenario
In this part of the evaluation, we focus on multi-threaded
workloads running in parallel on all sockets in the system.
For a machine with N NUMA sockets, in expectation NN−1 of
page-table accesses will be remote while the remote sockets
are busy themselves. We evaluate six workloads (see § 3.1),
for all commonly used configurations that influence data and
page-table placement (see Table 3). Performance is presented
as an average of three runs, excluding the initialization phase.
The results are shown in Figure 9a for 4KB pages and Figure 9b with 2MB large pages respectively. All bars are normalized to 4KB first-touch allocation policy (bar: F). Bars with
the same allocation policy are grouped in boxes for comparison. The number on top of Mitosis bars (green) shows
improvement from corresponding non-Mitosis bars (purple)
within a box. Note that data allocation policy impacts performance and is shown across boxes for each workload. The
results for 2MB pages are normalized to 4KB (bar: F) to show
performance impact with increase in page size.
We observe that with 4KB pages, up to 40% of the total
runtime is spent in servicing TLB misses. Mitosis reduces
the overall runtime for all applications with the best-case
improvement of 1.34x for Canneal. Most of the improvements
Config.

Data pages

Page-table pages

(T)F
(T)F+M

First-touch allocation

First-touch allocation (bar: purple)
Mitosis replication (bar: green)

8.2 Workload Migration Scenario
As we observed in § 3.2, NUMA schedulers can move processes from one socket to another under various constraints.
In this part of the evaluation, we show that Mitosis eliminates NUMA effects of page-walks originating due to data
and threads migrating to a different socket while page-tables
remain on the socket where workload was first initialized.
We execute the same workloads used for workload migration scenario in § 3.2. As an additional configuration, we
enabled Mitosis when the page-table is allocated on a remote
socket. Recall, we disabled Linux’ AutoNUMA migration,
and pre-allocated and initialized the working set (17-85GB).
The results are shown in Figure 10a and Figure 10b with
4KB and 2MB page sizes respectively. Table 2 in § 3.2 showed

(T)F-A
First-touch allocation First-touch allocation (bar: purple)
(T)F-A+M + Auto page migration Mitosis replication (bar: green)
(T)I
(T)I+M

Interleaved allocation

Interleaved allocation (bar: purple)
Mitosis replication (bar:green)

Table 3. Configurations for multi-socket scenario where
workload runs on all sockets. T denotes Linux with THP. M
denotes that Mitosis is enabled in addition.
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1.88x

1.59x

1.16x

1.87x

LP-LD
TLP-LD
TRPI-LD
TRPI-LD+M

LP-LD
TLP-LD
TRPI-LD
TRPI-LD+M

LP-LD
TLP-LD
TRPI-LD
TRPI-LD+M

LP-LD
TLP-LD
TRPI-LD
TRPI-LD+M

1
0

LP-LD
TLP-LD
TRPI-LD
TRPI-LD+M

2.74x

Normalized Cycles

2

GUPS

(0.45 TC)

BTree

(0.58 TC)

Redis

(0.12 TC)

XSBench

(12.75 TC)

Footprint
1 MB
1 GB
1 TB
16 TB

PT Size
0.02 MB
2.01 MB
2.00 GB
32.0 GB

1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Number of Replicas
2
4
8
16
1.015 1.046 1.108 1.231
1.002 1.006 1.014 1.029
1.002 1.006 1.014 1.029
1.002 1.006 1.014 1.029

Table 4. Memory footprint overhead in Mitosis.
and 1 (severe fragmentation). We fragment physical memory
prior to running the workload using a custom benchmark
that allocates/frees memory repeatedly and populates the
OS page cache until FMFI reaches a high value (> 0.9). Kernel
services khugepaged and kcompactd remain active (default)
to generate large pages in the background.
We observe that all workloads, including those that did
not show performance improvement with Mitosis while using 2MB pages in Figure 10b, show dramatic improvement
with Mitosis in this case. This is due to workloads falling
back to 4KB pages under fragmentation – which we have
already shown to be susceptible to NUMA effects of pagetable walks. Note that we present this experiment under
heavy fragmentation to demonstrate that even if large pages
are enabled, page-walk overheads can approach that of 4KB
pages. In practice, the actual state of memory fragmentation
may depend on several factors and these overheads will be
proportional to the failure rate of large page allocations.
Summary: With this evaluation, we have shown that Mitosis
completely avoids resulting overheads due to page-tables
being misplaced on remote NUMA sockets.

Canneal
(1.54 TC)

Figure 11. Performance of Mitosis in workload migration
scenario with 2MB pages under heavy memory fragmentation. Absolute runtime for the baseline in tera cycles (×1012
cycles) below the workload.
the configurations used for evaluation: LP-LD (Local PT Local Data) and RPI-LD (Remote PT with interference - Local
Data). RPI-LD+M shows the improvement with page-table
migration enabled by Mitosis when RPI-LD case arises in
the system. The boxes denote the bars to compare to see the
improvement due to page-table migration. The number on
top of the bar denotes the improvement due to Mitosis (green
bar) as compared to non-mitosis bar (purple bar) within the
same box. All bars are normalized to 4KB LP-LD configuration. The results for 2MB pages are normalized to 4KB
(LP-LD) to show performance impact of large pages.
With 4KB pages (Figure 10a), remote page-tables cause
1.4x to 3.2x slowdown (bar: RPI-LD) relative to the baseline
(LP-LD). Mitosis can mitigate this overhead and has the same
performance as the baseline by migrating the page-tables
with process migration.
With 2MB large pages (Figure 10b), we see that the page
walk overheads are comparatively lower, nevertheless we
observe a slowdown of up to 2.3x for TRPI-LD over TLP-LD
configuration. Again, Mitosis can mitigate this overhead and
has the same performance as the TLP-LD configuration. Note
that for certain workloads page-tables are cached well in the
memory hierarchy and thus there is no difference in runtime.
For example, in the case of GUPS, we observe roughly one
TLB miss per data access–two cache-line requests in total
per data array access. By breaking this down, we obtain
that each leaf page-table cache-line covers about 16MB of
memory which corresponds to 256k cache-lines of the data
array. Therefore, the page-table cache-lines are accessed 256k
more often than the data array cache-lines, and there are less
than 500k page-table cache lines which can easily be cached
in L3 cache of the socket. In summary, page-table entries are
likely to be present in the sockets processor cache.
Memory Fragmentation: Physical memory fragmentation
limits the availability of large pages as the system ages,
leading to higher page-walk overheads [45, 58]. Figure 11
shows the performance of Mitosis under heavy fragmentation while using 2MB pages in Linux. We use FMFI (Free
Memory Fragmentation Index [45]) to quantify fragmentation. The value of FMFI lies between 0 (no fragmentation)

8.3 Space and Runtime Overheads
Enabling Mitosis implies maintaining replicas which consume memory and use CPU cycles to ensure consistency. We
evaluate these overheads by estimating the additional memory requirement, then perform micro-benchmarks on the
virtual memory operations and wrap up by running applications end-to-end to set those overheads into perspective.
8.3.1 Memory Overheads
We estimate the overhead of the additional memory used
to store the page-table replicas when Mitosis is enabled. We
define the two-dimensional function
mem_overhead (Footprint, Replicas) = Overhead%
that calculates memory overhead relative to the single pagetable baseline and evaluate it using different values for the
application’s memory footprint and the number of replicas.
For this estimation, we assume 4-level x86 paging with a
compact address space e.g. the application uses addresses
0..FootPrint. Each level has at least one page-table allocated
and a page-table is 4KB in size.
Table 4 shows the memory overheads of Mitosis for small
to large applications using up to 16 replicas. We use the single
page-table case as the baseline. The page-table accounts
for about 0.19% of the total footprint, except for the 1MB
case where it accounts for 1.5%. With an increasing memory
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Operation 4KB region
8MB region
4GB region
mmap
2.3k 2.4k (1.0x) 2.6M 2.6M (1.0x) 1.4G 1.4G (1.0x)
mprotect 0.9k 1.0k (1.1x) 1.1k 3.4k (3.2x) 5.5M 17.9M (3.2x)
munmap 2.0k 2.1k (1.0x) 6.4k 8.7k (1.3x) 0.3G 0.4G (1.4x)

Workload Mitosis Off Mitosis On Overhead
GUPS
270.93 (0.43) 272.18 (0.00)
0.46%
Redis
633.94 (0.34) 636.31 (0.86)
0.37%

Table 6. Runtimes with LP-LD setting, including initialization with and without Mitosis. (Standard Deviation).

Table 5. Overhead (in brackets) of Mitosis for virtual memory
operation using 4-way Replication in cycles.

entries. This process is efficient with no replicas as it results
in sequential access within a page-table. However, with the
PV-Ops interface, for each written entry all replicas are updated accordingly which leads to poor locality. We expect
this to be improved by adapting the PV-Ops interface to
update multiple, consecutive entries in a single invocation.
Moreover, the integration of the updates with Linux’ TLB
shootdown mechanism and Mitosis-aware page fault handlers may further reduce the latency of these operations by
deferring updates until they are really needed. This requires
further investigation.

footprint used by the application, Mitosis requires less than
2.9% of additional memory for 16-replicas, whereas our foursocket machine used just 0.6% additional memory.
The page-tables use a small fraction of the total memory
footprint of the application. For small programs, the fraction
is higher because there is a hard minimum of at least 16KB
of page-tables–a 4KB page for each level. This is reflected
by the large 23.1% increase in memory consumption for
small programs. However, putting this into perspective we
advocate not to use Mitosis in this case as the 1MB memory
footprint falls within the TLB coverage.
In summary, we showed that even with a 16-socket NUMA
machine, Mitosis adds just 2.9% memory overhead and this
overhead drops to 0.6% for our four-socket machine.

8.3.3 No End-to-End Slowdown
We now set the VMA operations micro-benchmark of the
previous section into the perspective of real-world applications. We show that our modifications to the Linux kernel to
support Mitosis has negligible end-to-end overhead for applications. For this, we execute workloads with and without
Mitosis and measure overall execution time, including allocation and initialization phase using the LP-LD configuration,
i.e., everything is locally allocated. THP is deactivated.
The results are shown in Table 6. We observe that in both
cases, GUPS and Redis, the overheads of Mitosis are less than
half a percent, which is small compared to the improvements
we have demonstrated earlier.
Summary: Mitosis targets long-running, memory-intensive
workloads that suffer from high TLB pressure due to frequent
page-table walks missing the last-level cache (e.g. GUPS, Redis, Canneal). Our evaluation shows that, for such workloads,
Mitosis is able to eliminate NUMA effects of page-table walks
without degrading performance in other cases.

8.3.2 VMA Operation Overheads
In this part of the evaluation, we are interested in the overheads of managing consistency across page-table replicas. In
particular, we evaluate the overheads of page-table replication on low-level virtual memory operations such as mmap,
mprotect and munmap.
We conducted a micro-benchmark that repeatedly calls
the VMA operations and measured the execution time of the
corresponding system calls. For each operation, we enforce
that the page-table modifications are carried out e.g. by passing the MAP_POPULATE flat to mmap. We varied the number of
affected pages from a single page to a large multi-GB region
of memory. We ran the micro-benchmark with and without
Mitosis using 4KB pages and 4-way replication.
The results of this micro-benchmark are shown in Table 5.
The table shows CPU cycles required to perform the operation on a memory region of size 4KB, 8MB, or 4GB with
Mitosis being on or off. Further, we calculate the overheads
of Mitosis by dividing the 4-way replicated case (Mitosis on)
with the base case, Mitosis off. For mmap, we observe an overhead of less than 2%. For unmap, the overhead grows to 35%
while Mitosis adds more than 3x overheads for mprotect.
With 4-way replication, there are four sets of page-tables
that need to be updated resulting in four times the work.
We attribute the rather low overhead for mmap to the allocation and zeroing of new data pages during the system call.
Likewise, when performing the unmap the freed pages are
handed back to the allocator, but not zeroed resulting in less
work per page and thus higher overhead of replication. Mitosis experiences a large overhead for mprotect which is still
smaller than the replication factor. The mprotect operation
does a read-modify-write cycle on the affected page-table

9

Conclusion

We presented Mitosis: a technique that transparently replicates page-tables on large-memory machines, and provides
the first platform to systematically evaluate page-table allocation policies inside the OS. With strong empirical evidence,
we made the case for taking the allocation and placement of
page-tables to a first-class consideration. We open-source the
tools used in this work to inspire further research on pagetable management [55], and plan to work with the Linux
community to integrate Mitosis into the mainline kernel.
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A

Artifact check-list (meta-information)
• Algorithm: Page-table replication.
• Programs: Canneal, Memcached, XSBench, Graph500, HashJoin,
BTree, GUPS, Redis, PageRank, LibLinear.
• Compilation: GCC version 7.4.0 (gcc-7 7.4.0-1ubuntu1~18.04.1)
• Transformations: Page-table replication implemented as
a Linux kernel extension.
• Binary: Included for x86_64. Source code and scripts included to regenerate binaries.
• Data set: Generated netlist for Canneal. kdd12 dataset for
LibLinear. There are scripts to obtain those.
• Run-time environment: Provided by the supplied Linux
kernel binaries for x86_64 hardware, source code given.
• Hardware: We recommend a 4 socket Intel Xeon E7-4850v3
with 14 cores and 128GB memory per-socket (512 GB total
memory) to reproduce the paper results. Other multi-socket
x86_64 servers with at least 512GB main memory / 128GB
memory per NUMA node should give similar results.
• Run-time state: Workloads populate their runtime state
themselves.
• Execution: Natively on Mitosis-Linux using bash-scripts.
• Output: The artifact produces the graphs for each figure
used in the paper.
• Experiments: All of the programs above with different
NUMA policies, page sizes and replication settings.
• How much disk space required: 200 GB for workloads
and datasets etc.
• How much time is needed to prepare workflow: 30-60
mins.
• How much time is needed to complete experiments:
3-4 days (1 day excluding Canneal benchmark).
• Publicly available: Private GitHub repository. Public relase in the work.
• Workflow framework used?: No.
• Archived: Yes. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.3605382.

A.3
A.3.1

Description
How delivered

All scripts are available in the GitHub repository https://github.com/
mitosis-project/asplos20-ae. Source code are currently in a private
GitHub repository to which we will share access. We are working
on a public release in meantime. Pre-compiled binaries are available
at https://zenodo.org/record/3560200.
A.3.2

Artifact Appendix

Hardware dependencies

We recommend a 4 socket Intel Xeon E7-4850v3 with 14 cores and
128GB memory per-socket (512 GB total memory) to reproduce
the paper results. Other multi-socket x86_64 servers with at least
512GB main memory / 128GB memory per NUMA node should give
similar results. Note, the state memory sizes are a hard requirement
as some workloads use hardcoded data structure scaling sizes.

A.1 Abstract
Our artifact provides x86_64 binaries of our modified Linux
kernel v4.17, user-space control libraries (libnuma) and evaluated benchmarks with their input files where appropriate.
We further provide source code of our Linux modifications,
user-space libraries and scripts to compile the binaries.
The exact invocation arguments and measurement infrastructure is provided through bash and python scripts
which allow reproducing the data and graphs in the paper
for a multi-socket Intel Haswell machine (or similar microarchitecture) with at least 512GB of main memory.

A.3.3

Software dependencies

The compilation environment and our provided binaries and scripts
assume Ubuntu 18.04 LTS, which also uses the Linux Kernel v4.17.
Similar Linux distributions may also work. In addition to the packages shipped with Ubunty 18.04 LTS, we require the following
packages:
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make mitosis-page-table-dump

apt-get install build-essential libncurses-dev \
bison flex libssl-dev libelf-dev \
libnuma-dev python3 python3 \
python3-pip python3-matplotlib \
python3-numpy git wget \
kernel-package fakeroot ccache \
libncurses5-dev wget pandoc \
libevent-dev libreadline-dev

A.4.4

Preparing Datasets

Canneal and LibLinear workloads require datasets to run. Scripts
to download or generate the datasets are placed in datasets/ and
require approximately 100GB of disk space. Datasets are generated
as part of experimental runs, if not already present. You can also
prepare datasets before running the experiments as:

See https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/v4.17/process/changes.html
to get a detailed explanation for Linux kernel build dependencies
In addition, install the following python libraries with pip:

./datasets/prepare_liblinear_dataset.sh
./datasets/prepare_canneal_datasets.sh

pip3 install zenodo-get

A.5

There is a docker image which you can use to compile. You can
do make docker-shell to obtain a shell in the docker container,
or just to compile everything type make docker-compile.

Once you have obtained the artifact sources or compiled the binaries, you can execute the workloads as follows. We provide scripts
for each workload used in the paper, and to run all of them in one
go.

A.3.4

Data sets
A.5.1

The data sets are automatically obtained when executing the run
scripts. The generation and download scripts are present in the
datasets/.
A.4

Installation

./scripts/deploy.sh
A.5.2

Obtaining pre-compiled binaries

./scripts/download_binaries.sh

./scripts/run_all.sh

The pre-compiled binaries are available on Zenodo.org (https:
//zenodo.org/record/3560200) You can download them manually
and place them in the precompiled directory.

To run experiments for individual figures, do:
• Figure 6 - ./scripts/run_f6_all.sh
• Figure 9a - ./scripts/run_f9a_all.sh
• Figure 9b - ./scripts/run_f9b_all.sh
• Figure 10a - ./scripts/run_10a_all.sh
• Figure 10b - ./scripts/run_10b_all.sh
• Figure 11 - ./scripts/run_f11.sh
• Table 5 - ./scripts/run_t5.sh

Compiling Binaries

If you plan to use the pre-compiled binaries, you can skip this step.
Otherwise use the following commands to compile the binaries
from the sources.
The source code for the Linux kernel and evaluated worloads are
available on GitHub (https://github.com/mitosis-project. To obtain
the source code you can initialize the corresponding git submodules.
Note: contact us for the workload source code.
To compile everything just type make in the root directory. There
is a separate make target for each workload.
A.4.3

Running all experiments

We advise to run the experiments natively and exclusively on a machine i.e. no virtual machines or compute/memory-intensive application running concurrently. A test script (scripts/run_test.sh)
is provided to verify the experimental setup. To run all experiments,
execute:

To obtain the pre-compiled binaries execute:

A.4.2

Deployment

You can download the artifact to the test machine and execute the
scripts directly.
Alternatively, you can deploy it to a separate test machine. To do
so, set your target host-name and directory in scripts/site_config.sh
and use the deploy script to copy the scripts, binaries and datasets
to your test machine.

To install, either download the complete artifact from Zenodo
(https://zenodo.org/record/3605382) (DOI 10.5281/zenodo.3605382),
or clone the GitHub repository from https://github.com/mitosisproject/mitosis-asplos20-artifact. The GitHub repository contains
all needed scripts to run all artifacts, it does not contain any source
code or binaries. There are scripts which download the pre-compiled
binaries, or source code for compilation.
A.4.1

Experiment workflow

You can also execute each bar of the figures independently (refer
to scripts/run_f6_all.sh and scripts/run_f10a_all.sh for
more examples) as:
./scripts/run_f6f10_one.sh BENCHMARK CONFIG
./scripts/run_f9_one.sh BENCHMARK CONFIG

Installing Mitosis-Linux

All output logs are redirected to evaluation/measured/FIGURENUM.
Logs can be processed by executing:

Either place the vmlinux binary and boot from it or use the debian
packages to install Mitosis-Linux on your machine under test. See
the hardware dependencies for the minimum requirements for this
machine.
To install the kernel module for page-table dumping you need
to execute:

./scripts/process_logs_core.py
A.6

Evaluation and expected result

Once you’ve ran all experiments above, you can compare the outcome with the expected results. The reference data set (as shown in
the paper) is obtained on a four-socket Intel Xeon E7-4850v3 with
14 cores and 128GB memory per-socket (512 GB total memory) with

make install lkml
It’s best to compile it on the machine runnig Mitosis-Linux.
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2-way hyper-threading running at 2.20GHz). The data is located in
the folder evaluation/reference/.

This will produce a pdf and website to display the comparison.

A.6.1

Experiments are not customizable and tailored to run on a machine
with at least 512GB of main memory, with 128GB of memory per
NUMA node.

A.7

Collecting the Results

If you used the deploy script to copy your data to the test machine,
you can collect the runtime results by executing
./scripts/collect-results.sh
A.6.2

A.8

Generate the Report

Experiment customization

Methodology

The artifact of this paper was submitted and reviewed following the guidelines stated in http://cTuning.org/ae/submission20190109.html and http://cTuning.org/ae/reviewing-20190109.html.

You can execute the report with the reference and measured data
and graphs using the following commands.
./scripts/compile_report.sh
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